DRAFT Repowering and AB 1576 Workshop Agenda
Long-Term Procurement Proceeding (R.06-02-013)
May 24th and 25th, 2007

Purpose: Energy Division is holding this workshop to identify areas of concurrence and/or compromise on how repowering projects, including AB 1576 repowering projects, can be incorporated into the AB 57 procurement process.

DAY 1 SCHEDULE

10:00–10:15 Opening Session
   • Introductions
   • Workshop goals

10:15–11:00 Facilitated Discussion of Project Terminology
   • Generally, what is a repowering? A replacement project? A brownfield site?
   • How do capacity increases, additional units, and QF repowerings fit into these definitions?
   • What is an AB 156 cost-of-service contract?

11:00–2:00 Improving Participation of Repowering / AB 1576 Projects Within Existing Procurement Paths
   • What criteria would permit aging plants to qualify as repowerings in new generation RFOs?
   • What are the appropriate adders for bid comparison and how are they calculated?
   • What are appropriate qualitative criteria and how are they included in the evaluation?
   • Are there other playing field “levelers” to consider?

11:00 – 11:30: IOU Panel Presentation
11:30 – 12:00: IOU Panel Q&A
12:00 – 1:00: Lunch Break
1:00 – 1:30: Generator Community Panel Presentation
1:30 – 2:00: Generator Community Panel Q&A

2:00 – 4:30 Brainstorming and/or Breakout Sessions on Improving Participation of Repowering / AB 1576 Projects Within Existing Procurement Paths
DAY 2 SCHEDULE

10:00 – 12:00  Alternate Procurement Path Proposals: Mirant, Dynegy, SCE, TURN Presenters
              10:00 – 11:00: Proposal Presentations (15 minutes each)
              11:00 – 12:00: Panel Q&A

12:00 – 1:00  Lunch Break

1:00 – 4:00  Open Session (with twenty minute break at a time to be determined) for:
              • Continued all party discussion of morning or previous day’s topic
              • Brainstorming / Break Out Sessions
              • Crafting of Any Joint Proposals on Either Day’s Topics

4:00 – 4:30  Court Reporter available for workshop summaries